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As you make the final preparations for your Fantasy Football Draft, give serious consideration to 

the following rookies who were selected in the first round of the NFL's 1997 Draft:  

Ike Hilliard, New York Giants, WR: - Jim Fassel said he chose Hilliard (photo) over the other 

wideouts because of his consistency, his ability to run after the catch and his fluid speed. He has 

the ability to run crisp routes, adjust his routes, to catch balls that aren't thrown perfectly and to 

break tackles. Hilliard, whose uncle, Dalton, played for the Saints from 1986-93, will be given 

every chance to become a starter this year. The chances of him playing are good since the Giants 

plan on using some three-receiver formations (Amani Toomer is still questionable for the start 

of the season). Fassel sacrificed some deep speed for a guy he thinks is a more complete receiver 

and will catch the ball better over the middle.  

Warrick Dunn, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, RB: - Tony Dungy said Dunn could fit into a 

backfield that already includes Errict Rhett and Mike Alstott. It's unusual that such a high pick 

would be limited to third-down situations, but he will definitely return punts and kicks. They 

love his enthusiastic attitude as well. Rhett's role could be reduced or he could be let go if the 

smallish (5-8, 179) Dunn proves durable enough for every-down duty.  

Tony Gonzalez, Kansas City Chiefs, TE: - Along with Kevin Lockett, Gonzalez will 

dramatically improve the passing game. "Tony is a very talented young man who plays a 

position that we felt was very important to improve," Marty Schottenheimer said. "His abilities 

will enhance the opportunities of wide receivers and the quarterback." The Chiefs are confident 

Gonzalez will draw defensive coverage away from their receivers on the outside, giving them a 

better chance for big plays downfield. He needs to improve his concentration in traffic and isn't 

polished as a blocker, but they think he'll become at least adequate.  

The Chiefs still have Derrick Walker, who is primarily a blocker. They also signed Ted 

Popson, who was a free-agent. Popson (49ers) and Gonzalez (California) have West Coast 

offense experience. "The tight end begins this entire offense," Elvis Grbac said. "If you can get 

the tight end down the middle of the field working on the linebackers and safeties, then it really 

frees up your wide receivers on the corners one-on-one."  

Yatil Green, Miami Dolphins, WR: - Green is a receiver with the size (6-3) and speed (4.38) 

coaches love. In fact, he has been compared to to Michael Irvin. But Irvin is tough, whereas 

Green's work ethic has been questioned. During practice-ending sprints in college, Green was on 

the trainer's table with hamstring problems. He could have been a lot better than he was at Miami 

if he would have applied himself. He also needs work on running more precise routes. He 

certainly has a lot of potential.  

Reidel Anthony, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, WR: - The second of the Bucs two No. 1 picks, 

Anthony set a Florida school record with 18 touchdown catches last year. "We just haven't had 



enough speed on the outside,'' GM Rich McKay said. "We haven't threatened people and they've 

loaded up inside. We liked Anthony better than Rae Carruth, Hilliard and Green. We were 

committed to the fact that we couldn't come out of the first round without a receiver.'' Dungy 

agrees: "Now, all of a sudden, we've got scoring potential from anywhere on the field. That's 

what Dunn and Anthony bring." Anthony will take Alvin Harper's place in the starting lineup.  

David LaFleur, Dallas Cowboys, TE: - LaFleur is 6-7, 280 pounder whose hands are eleven 

inches long. Troy Aikman lobbied for his selection, citing LaFleur's soft hands, blocking skills 

and 40-yard time of 4.8 seconds, considered fast for his size. But he looks raw when running his 

routes. He is penciled in as a starter for blocking purposes in front of Eric Bjornson, who is 

considered injury-prone and will be relegated to seeing time in passing situations. At 6-4, 235 

pounds, Barry Switzer said Bjornson is too fragile to participate in 60 plays per week. With 

LaFleur and blocking tight end Kendell Watkins, who missed last season with a knee injury, 

Bjornson will be limited to about 30 plays per game and will still be a valuable pickup. He is a 

wide receiver-type who plays tight end.  

For more of Dennis LePore's analysis, visit www.sandlotshrink.com or call 1-900-40 SCOUT.  
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